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ABSTRACT

This dj*a~erttiq presents the results obtained in an experimental.

and theoretical study of the scattering of underwater acoustic waves from

a rough surface.'- Four rough surfaces 32 in. by 32 in. in size were made

of a pressure-re ease material. The reliefs of these, surfaces were approxi-
mlatly auzia/and were characterized by an exponential covariance function.
The amlitudead

mthealy te Ga dsa relative phase of a pulsed wave scattered in the specularI
direction were ~easured at a frequency of 95.8 k~iz for grazing angles from

6 deg to 80 deq. Both the directional source with a beamwidth of 9 deg

measured at th half-lxower points and the omnidirectional receiver were

-placed at a gila .--line diotance of 60 in. from the scattering surface for .

all measurements. Qiv measurements. were used to calculate the wiplitude

fluctuationa, the p:Aiae fluctuationu, and the scattering coefficienit. Theo-

retteal formulaa were developed for the fluctuationa and the scattering1

coef Ucient tn the FRawihofer and the Frednel approximat~ion for the opecular I
.4die The.r theoretical appike of Gulirt was uced acceuufully i~n the

F"Snel &Vru 4rtf.Pn to predict the obaiv.0v plitude flueato~inufor'

fuatu&tiona rtaghed 4 mxizum At a &,Iinpa~otor uf 2. n fkor tue

lietevn 2. ad 7I.L thc ue tuationa, didcoW.ed I apread 4f 65 pe rent
(relatlv* tia tho uvdroge =plitudie)-

Gulinl thory, Iti both, the Fftinofr and Fmcrne a~rkP~~utIs"s

&W-r*eet vith thc e *xý-Mtau1 p".fwuationa to vihn6 ocn
rouvoto u rad~) fr faluo of the lci r aWat thtutzi.6.

Trw*%Vk&tctai fPo& vIk-Ut~ a V ed *ýM -k~ te .0 t~wt(rlt

~ tcheP r1 i".atii in wCder tod @vifti vukhJ

for ~w e*-ttr~tk e"~t~ot tfttver 1f 06d Ar*.-fteut iththdbý%ut4
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value'j in tile Specular direction. AS the value of the Rayleigh parameter

increased the difference between the theoretical values and the measured

values of the scattering coefficient increased in both the Fraunhofer and

Fresnel approximations. For values of the Rayleigh parameter near 1.8 the

Fresnel theory predicted values within 2 dB of the experimental values of

the scattering coefficient. When thu Rayleigh parameter for the surface

was 3.6 (7.2), the theoretica] value for the scattering-coefficient waý

5dB (10 d~smaller than the experimental value. Tile -need for the Freonel

* - theory was'evident in that for values of the Rayleigh parameter near 7.2

the rAqunhofer theory predi.cted values that were 22 dBl smaller than the

experimenital scattering coefficient.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The problem of the scattering of waves from a rough surface

"has interested physicists ever since Rayleigh (1896) first predicted

the scattered field from a sinusoidal surface. His solution was

limited to normal incidence and was applicable only when the wave-

lengths of the surface and the incident radiation were much larger

than the surface amplitude. It was 67 years later before an exact
,solution for the problem of the reflection of a plane sound wave from

, a pressure-release corrugated surface was obtained by Uretsky (1963).
He made no simplifying assumptions concerning the frequency of the

incident radiation or the geometrical parameters of the sinusoidal

-surface. Uretsky (1965) has published an expanded paper in which

. he gives more det-ils regarding his solution of this problem. Barnard,

Horton, Miller, and Spitznogle (1966) have given experimental results

"which show that Uretsky's theory provides a satisfactory prediction

of scattered sound field from a pressure-release sinusoidal surface

when the amplitude of the sinusoid is comparable to the wavelength

of. h incident radiation.

The number of papers published' in the area of undorwater

acoustics in the last 15 years has shown the growing interest in

understanding the scattering of underwater sound by the sea bottom

and the dea -urface. The topography of these surfaces is neither

periodic nor deterministic; in practice they can only be described

by their statistical properties. The first general theory whicl

predicted the field scattered by a perfectly reflecting statistically

"rough surface, the irregularities being large compared with the wave-

length, was presented by Isakovich (1952). The problem was solved

in the Kirchhoff approximation; that is, it was assumed that the

field at each pcint of the surface could be represented as the sum

of the incident wave and a wave reflected from the plwie tangent to

the surface at the given point. In addition, .the liaunhofer (farfield)

approximation was used throughout the paper. The rough surface that



was studied by Isakovich was isotropic and characterized by a Gaussian

covariance function.

Eckart (1953) presented a theory which predicted the field

scattered by a pressure release or rigid surface that-Tas randomly

rough and isotropic. His theory for a directional source leads to

useful expressions for two limiting cases:

(1) when the wavelength of the incident radiation is mu=h

greater then tlw largest values of the surface relief, and

(2) when the wzvelength is much less than the surface relief.

The Kirchhoff and. the Fraunhofer approximations were employed through-

out the paper.. Eckart did not consider any specific covariance

f uactious.

Apparently, the first theory in the Fresnel approximation

(as opposed to the Fraunbofer approximation) was presented by

Feinstein (1954). The method of physical optics (Kirchhoff approxi-

mation) was used to predict the field scattered from a randomly rough

surface characterized by a Gaussian covariance function. Also, he

employed the exponential covariance function to describe the field

scattered from a one-dimensional rough surface. All formulas were

restriczed to the specular direction. -

Clay (1960) extended the theory of Eckart (1953) to include

an omuidirectional source, A Giusc•iw cov•eiance function for-the

rough surface was assumed for the ca;Qulations. Conuideriag only the

long wavelength ca.se, Cla compared hie theoretical r-.*u.lts for the

amplitude fluctuations to the flut'-uation• of the sound reflected-
fror. the sea surface measured b,7 Drom and Ri~ur !1960). The- liumer- .

ical calculations or scattered dounde had the' aame dpendence on the

Aource-rece.ver se-paratton as the experiwental data.

Foiulas for- t •v, am~litude and prhase fluotuatiouns o, a zon

wave refleet.= from a xtatizicalUy uneven surface were derived by

-auin (62). Hi theoretical approach waa aizilar to that )f :Fekart

('953) eyxtpt that nll calýulations were moe in the Fruel y,'•-oA-

jmation cunt were totfinewd to the specular dtrcetiou. Only, thIt lone.

wavelength case In the Kirchhoif approximAtion vat e•ouidered. The

. .
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details were given for the derivation of the fluctuations of a

. .spherical wave scattered from a rough surface cbaragterized bý a one-A
Ii dmensox. uas-harmonic Gaussian covariance function, The detailstin the development using a two-dimensional Gaussian covariance function

were omitted..---The theoreticaJ.. results for the amplitude fluctuations

obtained with the one-dimensional qus-h.,rmonic Gaussian covariance
SO function wrere compared with the results of an experimental investi-

gation made by Gulin and Malyshiev (1962)oftp td lautin. 2 ~ . II

of sound signals reflecte-d from the undulating surface of the sea.
The experimental amplitude fluctuations increase.. linearly with the

Rayleigh parameter upD to values of the latter ef7yal to apprdrimately

0.7 and. corresponded tc,- the theoretical law over this range of Rayleigh

parameters. For Rayl-Bigh parameters betv-een 0.7 and 3.5 there was a~

well defined alternation of experimental amplitude coefficient of

variation between maximum and minimum values. This saturation effect

.q.at large values of the Rayleigh :arameter could not possibly be

*explaired by means of the thebretical analysis, a* the region of

applicability of' the anaglytical formulas was limited by the condition.

that the Rayleigh parameter must be less thvun one. It was stated bykthese authorz that the concluaion of' the maxima and minima in the
saturation region of the coefficient of variation should be coQnsidered-

A ~ ac a tentative result and In need of further- verification. No experi-it mental data wcere given for the phane. fluctuations.
The problem of' the scattering of vaves from arog ufc

has been the subject of at leazt. one. mouograph written by Beoymazw

and Spis,,ichino0 (19613). This hosk providev un ixceollent Survey of

the literature. flRcau In approeaci tto the proble it more g~eneral

thfat that of Isakovich (t952) and thaqt of' Fxekort (1953) in Chat it as

4 nOt reStr,-ctMd to L1,1 g±pýý_i4 eajt~ i'ashr waveleng-!th or a long

nv~n~~h S'~l~rntlot. ekiur=n tiurlced both the Kiroblioff ahi the
. Frawihof r approximationk throtwfhout the theoretical yanyi.A

roug enn'aM earactoriz-:e' by a rruOs9i e~t- exri1aae ftinction Wfiz

lInvýcOAt'titd. tAter, lieekazt(6S i ejM thle pChtteri4g of a.

waveZ'ix~ t ~it~ur~c~ har~teize byan exponentiall eov14riacee
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function. lMedwin (i966) modified Beckmnann's theory to account for-tt

error inherent in the common assumption of uniform insonification over

a fixed area.-

Horton and Muir (1967) have employed the theory of Eckart

(1953) to study the scattering from isotropically rough surfaces whose

covariance 'unctions are exponential, Gaussian, and sinusoidal. The -

4 .effect of the radiation pattern of the source upon the scattered

-intensity was discussed by insertintg an analytical. expression for the
transducer-pattern. In a companion paper Horton., Mitchell, and-Barnard

.2 . (1967) produced surprising experimental evidence of the validity of a. ,

modfie fom f Ekar'stheory in-the short wavelength ca~e These

exqperimenta1 izdiies were ptrformed on a model surface whose covariance

-a~nction was exnDonential. The theory was developed in the -Kirchhoff

and the FraunhoVer approximations.

Of the- references quoted here only two, Feinstein (1954) and

- --- urflace in the I -esnel approxtation. Neither have compared their C.n(9ahv tde.tepolmo cteigfo og

result;s ~dthxthe corres,;or.'.inZ solutions in the Fraunhofer. approxi-

ma&tion. One mititt question ýMhether or not the extension c-f .-he

ontucmta"ica an oyi 0141t.e problem from the Fraunbof or to h

Frearel approx3Dv.tion woi:M give bett-n- agreement between theth rti
al snd --ctprL.uental re -A'lts. No one to tac autho'skoldehs

pnisented asolution I1n tMq Fresnel approximation to the problem of J

z catteding from a randomly rough vurface wto4Xe statistical properties

are c'iven 'by an ýncpoiienttal covarianee function. One is turthsn6

motivuted to Investigate the scatterirwj of acoustic wavr~u 1ro this

typo of surface ine- there are available roael s:uxPaces that are

chtus therie pla o2 extunynwill bethaer folwicing. Tnhoster Ie tu-

of' the theoretlcal reault;.

of an. acoustic wavdze atutered in theo qpecular directioni ftre a ranaomly
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rough surface. The theoretical approach is that of Gulin (1962). In

the same chapter general expressions are obtained for the scattering

coefficient derived in a manner similar to that presented by Beckmann
' • (1963). Throughout Chapter II there is a parallel presentation of the

t-. -. integral expressions obtained in the Fraunhofer and Fresnel approxi-

mation. The expressions for the amplitude and phase fluctuations will
-. ,1be valid only for Rayleigh parameters less than one whereas the

iformulas for the scattering coefficient should be correct for any

- "• alue of 7the Rayleigh parameter. The calculations in this irttlal

F 4 'tudy shall be 'confin6d t6b •-Wt -poculaj4,.izeqtion where $te mathe-.

tmatical analysis is less cumbersome.

. In Chapter III the problem is specialized to the case where

the statistical properties of the rough surface are described by an

exponential covariunce Nunction. The integral expressions occurring

in Chapter II are solved giving formulas for the amplitude fluctuations,

phase fluctuations, and scattering coefficient that can be used to

describe the experimental results.

The statistical properties of the model sufaces used in the

experimental. worh are discussed in Chapter IV. This section presents

a list of the experimental equipment and give: an explanatiorn of the

experimental procdures uzed to meas;ure the fluctuations and the

scattered intensity.

The experimental data are compared with the theoretical

formulas in Chapter V. a general diceuszion Is presented in Chapter V1,
and the eoricluiono of thi s •v•ud are stated i Chapter VII.

The theory presented in (thapters II and III and in Appendixes

A and C eat best be rollowed by r4ferring to th? block diagrwmn in

IFiats. I and P~.
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CHAPTER II

TliEOMWIUýAi- APPR~OACH

General expressions are derived for the amplitud6 and phase

fluctuations, and for the scattering coefficient in the specular direction

for an acoustic wave scattered from a randomly rough surface. The theo-

reticalJ approach that is used is the method presented by E. P. Guli4n (1962).

-Gulin's notation will be ma~intained in this paper.

A. The Pressure Field

The coordinates of the source (0,0'z) and the receiver (L,O1tz)

are illustrated in Fig. ~3. *is the grazing angle. * 2 is the 1re'ceiving

angle measured with respect to the x-axis. The axis of the direc~tional

soreis direated toward the point, on the surface labeled 0'. The

x-y plane is oriented so that the average height of the interface above

this plane io zero. Rl is tue distance *=o the source to the point 0'

which is located on the X-y plane.- R, is the distancee from the source to

any arbitrary point on the randomnly rough, surface. Hj is the distance

rrom. the source to a point on the x-y plane directly above or below the

*arbitrary point on the sa".ttering uuriface. The distauces X~U2  and R

-to the rtceiver tare defined in the some way.

The total pressure field p of a sound wave re±'leated -from mn

unevert isurface, can be written in to=~ of the 11#lmhaltz integvdl, Baker

"ad Cojpcon (1939Y9

dS

Ii kN(1

RI
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The field at the surface S is specified efter the example of
Eckart (1953) for the special 'ease of a "pressure release" surface. The

boundary conditions at the surface S are

'+ p 0 aend ()

The application of these boundary conditions corresponds to the Kirchhoff

approximation in the problem of sound scattering by rough surfaces. The

applicability of +his approximation has been formulated by Brekhovski1kh.

(1952) and Ijakovich (1952), anid has been discussed by Beckuann (19ýl9'N~.:

Substituting Eqs. (2), (3), and (4) inito Eq. (1) one obtains.

ik ~~ 2~ ZR 2 })e ikR 2ýý - t

where-. iu the waveleri-th of the in~cident rmjdla~tiao. if it is Uz=Q

the, a~oa 4ru or tvr oun bo e ow~tiitd whieh tv-dwea Eq4. ()to

R4-"



rough surface by integration over th~e x-y plane. Thus., Eq.(71

becomesq

4x+ b%)ik(l'R 1 +%). (8

'Introducing the new terms 71j . and F which are depicted in

Fig. 4,one can show that

3R 2 2

Eq. ()becomes

pm ~ff+ e 1 2 d~xdy(9

F to; the deviation oif the surfae relief £'r the tverttge hetgit. If It

its uaad.ta INT t much leso than the Linimur of z, and then

oen be ttrittvn .§z

jtntrpdiucqg the tetSbi* vxt'*ta

* which redCw" to cae Ift Ow agpcular direction (v



R2.

LA

I~~~~R4M - -- -- - - --



':1efinine (see Fi.,3

otecan write R1 as

*1** 2

- and cnbe written Wa

R22

P ng

K~~~~q. t: uLx /(z.

If 4
I aTh &p k~i@4* t~ 4. N)M il9)t
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M eglected. The pressure, becomes

ik(R+Re
ik'' (~~ e~ktRI dxdy .

If the acoustic wavelength, X, is greater th--n the surface relief,.*

F(x,y), or if' the grazixig eanle is. small1, so that the following condition

holds'

Z. J1 21
z z

-. Thtw- kpjpproxmttai syxts4n(4 rta fuctiting aOPoue~it

s~paatn j. ( 4) irkt

JJO dsg~ .dy 117

ii

Vtk pmeNut&~ p NF1et(6 trrm iPn '4 p"e4cuNvaUfwdI

evt!Uudfo tLýupCl"dwimI 4 k-i
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B. AmplAi': and Phase Fluctuations in the Fraunbofer Approximation

The transition from the expressions for the sound field to

*expressions for the'amplitude and phase fluctuations can be carried out

-by using a method utilized by Chernov (1960). The total pressure-given
by Eq$. (17.) and (18)

can _1e written asAe) I
II~i i(-o) A

- 0 0

Asumn Athatl o

10

A(0 A +A ,andI-0

0 0

A .0.

o~0.

Thaseo the vaiation winh the-s ampl tude loaihan In(+

~~iA~ _ 
2  !l

+ 60.

AA

0.



and~ f'or the variation in phase

zK

2 + . sin ý(RIj RI) - F(x~y)dxdy (1ff 12jR R21

In the Fraunhofer, approximation(perixAEq(A2)ioth

specular direction

s- that the Nvariation in ampl~itude is

k2  sin. 'VCOS[k(RI0  + R,.20) - D IlF x~~ xd 2 )

wee(Appendix A q

Lz1

Zi + Z2

The variation in phase is

2 2-

k sin 2  ~si+ (RO + " 20 o0 %j ,,'\ dx d (23)

0 10 2

Aand 4) are given by Eqs. (C-3) and (C_)4) in Appendi-x C. These valueS

y..

reduce Eqs. (22 and (23 to

C'2

sin'i ffFx 1Y~didY (25



w here 6.,% and I are the dimensions of the active scattering area defined'

in Appendix B. NA is zero only if the integration extends over a signifi-

cant area of tL,- surface. If the active scattering region is small comparedý

to the correlation distance, N is likely to differ from zero for each

single m~easurement.

Since F(xl,y) is a random variable, the quantities of interest

are the ensemble averages. It is assumed that the surface relief is

distributed so that

80 (26)

Since the variation in amplitude is identically zero, one can write

0 (27)

without reference to the distribution of the surface relief.

The variance of a randmu variable v is defined as the average

square of the deviation from~ the mean value

D~) (v-(v>)2(2 -( 2 (26)

The Aquare root of the variance,

/D~v (29)-

is called the standard deviation. Thus, utillintig Eq. (27), one can write

for the relative ataridard deviation of the amplitude the xrLo

which, herea±~ter will bte called the amplitude fluctuations * In the oaame w&Y

will represant..the phe.*3 U. uetwtioris.

R,
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Eq. (24) indicates that the amplitude fluctuations in the

specular direction are zero in the Fraunhofer field zone.* To determine-

the phase fluctuations in the specul1ar direction in the Fraunhofer

approximation Eq. (25) is aquared and averaged to give

222ý k sin

(22

X If F(XiY),V(xj,Y') dx 4ydx'dy'

1-Yh'ere ýF(x.,y)F(x',yr is defined as the spatial covariance function

delayed utlCatrIIweeby Eq. (6 u xoeta ovrac

The Frtsuel a.pproximaiti~on for the expanu ion ofHi+Uiinte

specu3.s.r direction iu Siven by Eq (A-19) in Appendix A,

1. 2X r( +Q~ Y2)

Subsituton o Eq. s) in~to Eq (20ý' gives for thte viriationa in+ ump-litu~te

AoL

V. where
0 k

e1 Ri

~v- ~ -
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A 0and 0 are given by Eqs. (C-10) and (C-1-1) in Appendix C. Eqs. (33)
and (21) give for the variation in phas~e

2 2 kx sin2

80 k insi 11 k 0F(xll.;)dx~dY (37)VrR R 0A0  R R

Assuming that the surface relief is distributed such that (F(x,,y)'> 0

the ensembl~e average of Eqs. (35) and (37) gi.ves

60) 0(39)

It is of interest to ooint out that in the Fraunhofer approxtimation 5A/A 0

is identically zero, whereaa in the Fresnel case i.t is only t.he average

value 6/ that vanishes.

Squa~ring and avemaing Eq. (35) and utiiz~ing Eq. (38) one

obtains f'or the equare of the amplitude fluctuationa

22
k ui% In~ 2i

(40)

xI
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Eqs. (57) and (59) give for the square of the phase fluctuations

((0)) 2 = 22sn R 01
22 iffffy j~i

it 11 0 112 0 A o

The developmnent of' Eqs. (40) and (4+1) will be continued in Eqs. (67) and

(73) of Chapter 111, respectively.

D. Soatte~ring Coefficient in tb,ý Fraunhofer Approximattion

The Fm~unhotiýe appiwimation in the speculux direction is tu,

subatitution from.Eq. (A-20) in Appendix A of

into the empone-utial of Eq. (14+). with - 1 n in.~ ea~dQ 1 Gn

42
Eq. (1)Vee

Iw v~ '~ ~~it ~' he ~h~~*uh ~b~h be ~i~~ A

p ~ ~ ~ ~~i( +R h ~4~ fte ~ p

20
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The product pv is called the specific acoustic impedance of the medium~.

Forming the product pp from Eq. (42) and takiung the ensemble average,on

obtains

2 2
k sin4

KppI

(43)
-K21k(sia*)(F(xl~y)-F(x

It is assumed that the surface relief of' the rough surface is'

characterized by a bivariate Gaussian distribution function, Eckart (1955).
ind 1IoxtoLu and Muir (1967), defined by

(44)

Xe 2((F)m)

Is the~ spatta1 covatmue f"Oion of ttw Suface a nd

i.th e a-iq ute h~ltd of thw aurfue irregulritiou. It can

(7-01

vMSw htwt A'ufQO i bfli

.4



Eq.t: .wt (46 rdcsq .(43 -o

2 222

(~~) = k2  2  2 v)i~

The scattering coefficient ais defined as the ratio of the

intensity scattered fran a rough surface to the intensity reflected ifrom

a plane surface,

The- tezmp which in proportionatl to the Intensity refltected from a

plae sarieeis Fiivon in App~endix C by Eq. (C-5)'$u

whtre tt I %ft- tho flmawneiiocw of th@ u&ttve acotttoring ivj~ion

4tuami iae n Applanidx S. Thu,ý the aoattlartng euoffiotelnt It! the

?r~wieter q~prcxirn tfion thve aymueuh direction ia given fy

J J4. t9 I0
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The investigation of a will be continued with Eq. (75) in Chapter Ill.

E. Sctttteiring Coefficient ia the Fresne1 Approximation

The Fresnel approximation in the specular directioja is the

substitution of' Eq. (A-19) of' Appendix A

+R fl 0 R.. ( Sin 2  + 2

into the exponential of' Eq. (14). Pu~tting Z, l sin 4tand

Z2 11o si oneobtains

u~.'I~r+R 0 )ik 2 "2

P fJk (sn'ýC (XI sin t+y dx dy (50)

Fomngtn tile Product pp , taing the ensemble average, one obtains

rP k a in AP J ~~

I P7P .

IC7



K 24ý

4k 2 2 2.
K ~k- sin~ e' 0 ~i

ýPP > 2- 2

2ff 21 2a ( 2 1

X jj u i Y#2) (52)
e L

4k2Csin2

X e 'xdd

The intensity reflected fromu a planie surface in the Fresnel approximation

is proportional to the expressioni given by Eq. (C-12) in Appendix C,

[1 1%)2

K ~ c) - #(54)

T~w eite tering coufficiet is~ the =tio of Equ (52) &A ( 3)

4, '
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+ R 0 )2  -4n k

10 2

42 f12
X2 21i si2V Y

X e

1~q (5) t1 bee~rie ±v~d i E. (O)at'ChptR II

2 '2
Csil4

Ay4

X e dz. dx

Eq (5) illbe arrid frIII i Eq (30 ofChaterIII
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CHAPTER III

S:THEORY USING AN EXPONENTIAL COVAINCE FUNCTION

2 The statistical properties of the model surfaces, which shall be

discussed in Chapter IV, suaggest that an exponential function best describes.
I the spatial covariance of the rough surfaces employed in the experimental

:1 study. The exponential spatial covariance function of the surface dis-

placements is given by

C = (Qx1~)~j~) (F)(?y) (56)

where a. is the spatial correlation interval of the surface displacements

anci( is the mean-square amplitude of the surface irregulrities.- the

distance a, for which C will drop to the value e has the physical sig-

nificanfcr that it is a measurement of the relative distncue between the hills

and vallys on the randomly rough surface. The square rcvt of (F, has the.-
• iI •phyzical meaning that 't repozentu the- evera heighte o:V the hills and the ,-

averge depth of the valleys.

f ~ ~~A. Arn~litulit m Ihu flnStu-1Q in the Fraunhov~rAprxmto

Tl upiptude fluetuatiorsinc h Fraunhofe-r appreximatn on emI irre spq,-tUvt thea form of the ep~&tal covarianzt. functionw u aeff layn

Eq. (14) i- Chaper 11.Si IThe phatio lfluctuktisnu~ in the Fmunhofor approxitatien are

ii dett-nsinA by, the- ~MAWtiWUti Of Eq. ()Linth Eq. Qi) to g±V6

kdG

(17)

j j

'26



CHAPTER III

THEOBY US1IG AN EXPONENTIAL COVARIA1CE FUNCTION

The statistical properties of the model surfaces, which shall be

discussed in Chapter IV, suggest that an exponential function best describes

the spatial covariance of the rough surfaces employed in the experimental

study. The exponential spatial covariance function of the surface dis-

placements is given by

' where a is the spatial correlation interval of the surface displacements

and is the mea-square amplitude of the surface irregularities. T-e

distance t, for which C will drop to the value e , has the physical sig-

nificance that it is a measurement of the relative distance between the hills

and valleys on the randomly rough surface. The square r ,t of has the

physieal meaning that 't represents the average heights of the hills and the
I average depth of the valleys.

A. .Am1titule iml Phr" [1nutwtione in tho Fraunhofer Approximation

Thr amplitude fluetuation; in the Frauwhofer kppreximaton ire zero

irrcesoet Lw Mf tho feiis of the spatial covariex.c_ function ka shown býy

Eq. (2z4) in Chtqier -11.
The ph%.tso fluctu ii~na In th# Praunho4e~r approximation UVe

4exrtitwind by the. subtitution of Eq. (5%) i~nto Eq. (32) to live

k t ~7

LSjj dX s4týqd'
f -
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-Since Aand 4aa.re not equal, it is convenient to make the prelizinarY,

change of~ variable.es (soe Fig. 5)

2 (58)

and~ introduce,+

I+
With theie changes Eq. (57) 'oecowaS

f fufyy)] d t
2

I F
r -1ýIA

e4 dud ud

*1 10
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AA
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Eq.- W-

- A ~~~4k2 4 2~

'A -2 2(A-x 2( 1 2 1/2

'd J_ __ _ P
~o 2(A.X -2(i.Zy) ~(3

I0

V ~Tie integr~.1sin Eq. (65) car- not be computed in open form.
-hr~e d-sosonsa be restrited to the'case when the dimensions of

I ~h reion ssetial to -integration over and Tj are considerablylssta
those of the irradidted part of the surface.:-: That, Is, it is assumed that

a <<2A, 2,9 (64)

In _keeping -with this approximation one may extendt the range of integration

-,,er and to--iflfinity, so thtE. (6/beoe

21 (22 24 kF sin
0

(0) 1

Af 
+

A . +00 +00 1(k22 12

x x3JJ f -f e dx~dyodgdrý (65)
0i 0 _W-00

H. . The integration may be p e r fo iqed readily by changing to polar coordinates, -k

- and cn-- finds for Eq. (65) -

This equation shows that the phas~e fluctuations in the Fraunhofer
- aprxiaton reprpotional to the -Rayleigh p~arameter, 2k V '( ) sn2

(for Rayleigh param~eters much less than one), anid to the spatial correlation
-interval, a.- -The fluctuations arc: inversely proporti6lial to the square root

ofthe approximate insonified ae,2X~ +4
P ra
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B. Lmplitude and Phase F-luctuations in the Fresnel Approximationl

Substituting Eq. (56) into Eq. (14o) of Chapter III cne finds for.

the square of the amplitude-fluctuations

4+

2 (67)
4 A

Ot awhere *

,2) si4J'2 £ 2 I <1xXi)2+(Y Yt)2]/

k(Fsin2  _y j ( ~ n

4 2 ...A...A 2

1 2 2 2772 lj
2t10 20 0 -L1-£-A1 -£ (69)j

x cos~ si 2 ~p x~ t2) + ( 2  t ') -2d~Y.~Y

1/
44 '4- A 2 (x~ ?

2T 2 + 2O + + Y(C,

r[ck 2 2 ~( oCo sna L xL~if 20~ 4ds± dyxV

F U2 2~ B2

2k2k siinL I+

ýC-4' C"12+.6 61 1ýý 6

2. 2F
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heeC. and S -are the Fresnel integrals defined by Eq. (C-9) in Appendix C..

A discussion of the J2 term is given in Appendix E. The

* investigationshows that' 5

so that the amplitude fluctuations as given by Eq. (67) can be approximated.

PA)2
(7)

Substituting Eq. (6)into Eq. Q(41) of-Chapter II,. one-obtains

*fokrthe pDhase, fluctuations

(,býD1 2 j7 2

2hr n are given by Eqs. (6)and.(9) Since J <2 l thehre an 2 6) 6)
amplitude and phase fluctuations. are approximately equal for small Rayleigh

parameters so that

(74)

Ao

Thus, the Fraunhofer approximation shows the phase fluctuations

to be significantly larger than th4ý amplitude fluctuations (which are zero)

* whereas the Fresnel -approximation shows the amplitude and. phase fluctuations

to be approximatl*py of -the seiie magnitude.

C. Scattering Coefficient in the Fraunhofer Approximation

Substituting Eq. (56) intQ. Eq. (49) of Chapter II, one obtains

41. + O

(7x

I. t 1., d d ' y



ge 40 (F si (76)

and. refer to g as the Beckmanni parameter (which in the specula~r direction is

the square of the Rayleigh parameter).

- The integrand. can be written as

(1 becomes ) V

1+ )

e M, e(78.)

Eqom t7e bqaeofmeq.(6)s

g m2
for th e9trn ofiin ntespc]~ ieto nte~Lno

as e 1 ---on



D. Scattering Coefficient in the Fresnel Approximation

Substituting Eq. (56) into Eq. (55) of~ Chapter II, one obtains

* kk2(R1  + R~o sin2 ,

10 20

2A L A~~,+( 12)
r2 2r 2f 92

- si +f ()+(y )2 1/2)

x e ge d~x dydxjdy'

Using the inf'inite summation defined by Eq. (77), one obtains

k(Ri + 2420ei{ffff2 2 .2

4n22-R2 K LR I I

x (x x anv+ 1ff ~ R.



Integrating the first set of integrals as shown in Appendix C
and separating the second set of integrals into their real and imaginary

parts,, one obtains

k R1 + R20 )2 2i

42 'ý4

i)lx .' 2 +(Y-..Y)1

X e a dxldydxl'dy'}

.~~ ~~~~ 42 Th1~sto h eoi rt~~ ~~~~~nt h i

d~~~@~~ 2~ ire2~ (se2 z~ iiAp4M



V +~+ 1 2 1/2

which can be reduced to

I 7 e-P/a,+ S2 cos CPd

00

From Gradshteyn and Byzhik (integral 3.715-13, page 4.02)., one obtains

I=0. Thus., the expression for the coeffticient a. becomes

k (2 1 + F2 0 ) zin 2  v

ejj + [
21t 2 2M.

x ~ ~ ~ 1 Rffoa~ (~-x 2 i 2 ~+ 2~ (~
* A ~ A -

A2 meita Ia

2~ 2tt 2

I-x )an~I
X XI

2 1/2.
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CHAPTER IV

SERl•WTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURES

It is seen from the theory developed in Chapter II that one must

know the statistics?, properties of the rough surface in order that the
predictions of the theory can be compared with measurements on the rough

surface. In particular, if F(xl,y) is the elevation of the reflecting

2 surface, one must know the autocovariance &F(xiY)F(x{)'~,Y as shown by
Eqs. (32), (40), (41), (49), and (55), and the bivariate distribution

1' Lfunction as illustrated by Eq. (44).

The problem of selecting a topographic surface to be modeled

has been discussed by Horton, Mitchell, and Barnard (1967). The model

surface was generated from maps of aeromagnetic intensity over a portion

of the Canadian Shield. Before these maps were used to construct the

model, the two-dimensional autocovariance functions of these maps were

studied by Horton, liempkins, and Roffman (1964). D•etails of the

mathematical analysis used in the investigation of such maps are given

by Horton,, Hoffan, and llempkins (1962).

ýj A sun~ary of the revsults obtained in these inve-stigat ions will
be given. The •n•. inn maps were contoured in gammas (1ly l"'5 0Q).

The vertical relief of the model surface was obtained from this

acccangnetic dimension using the scale 1v n 1/32 in. The factor

1. mile 3. in.* was used to convert the area of' the aerwag~notic MAPS

into model surftuace of' stie 32 in. by 32 inehes, The the•t7 in
Chapter 11 ad III in baed on the ansuoptio tlat the reflectlng surf-tce

is presaure release (see Eq. (3), amd the tmod@Elsý weare coustrueted frvW a
materi~a of small acous-tic imednace compared with the acoustic impedacice

of the utter it whieh thet surfaces ard subierced. The •oel was ade =& io

1owt-denity expkntkei polstrirnnt by the Constructiou soervted Company of
ror W thTexas. A ,*qukta jri-d of subple polams 1rcw iniii. apart on

the cefitrl opie-fourth of ti* dup surfice wts uted to compute the auto-

ovrariddanfueAactton.. This square -nd save Wag values of the elat .
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The autocovariance function was computed. from a formula given by Horton.,
Hoffwma, and lleipkins (1962)

N-s M-t

1 ) )) F(ioj)F(i + S., j+ t) , (8i)c(~,) -(N -s (M -t

where

N =M =33 is the number of samples along each 16 in. grid line.,

F is the surface relief,

a and t are units of shift along the grid,, and.

C is the autocovariance function.

Profiles of the autocovariance function along the s and t directions are

plotted. in Fig. 6. The profiles show that the surface is possibly

i.sotropic for values of q and t less than one inch. The mean-square

surfaece relief, , is 0.132 in.2  A curve that will pass through

thle three points nearest thc- origin and ;ipproximately average the other

aniisotrapic points for values of a and t greater than one inch is the

exponentia~l autocovoeriance function given by

C(r) -0.132 e (5

where 2 ." in.* is thý crrelution, length def-ined asa the diutianee over A
*which the ouinefntzisrdcdbI/.E.(5coepns

to Eq. (5)in Chapter 111,4
where

I4hth@ thery in Ch&PU~r.C*1 d I abt'd)t

&Ztm Iu ocls etu to juatxiy am~ic be tha-

riuu. Sat~ orwLu ftsriA pr~nt" the iviist
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probability density for a sample of topograplkv, it is not possible to

J ustify directly the choice given by Eq. (4i4) at the present time.

However, Horton, Mitchell, and Barnard (1967) give convincing reasons

why the bivariate Gaussian distribution may be used. The reader is

referred to a thesis by Mitchell (1966) for further details concerning

the model surface.

Three other model surfaces described statistically by the same
exponential covariance function were constructed. The statisticalA
properties of the four model surfaces are given in Table I . The

ratio / /?.was calculated for a frequency of 95.8W0 kflzI

(wavelength X 0.608 in.).
The experiments were performed with the model surface submerged

in a water-ftlled tank with dimensions 15 ft wide, 60 ft long, and

12 ft deep. The surface was suspended vextically with its center

approximately 46 in. below the waterline. An x,y,z mechanical positioning

system mounted on the top of' t~he tank was used to position the source

and receiver in the experiment. Figure 7 shows the laboratory tank,

positioning system, and electronic equipment used in the study. The

source and receiver were mounted on two identical columans with the move-
mont in the x~y,z directions read from a counter (it milli-inches per

smallest divisioni or 316.310 divisions per inch on the counter). Also,
the mechanism allow.s the projector and receiver to be rotated about the

vertical a~xis in increments of' 0.1 deg.
The source wks a tranisducer that hAs an activu face diam-eter i

of 12.5 cm mud a resonance frequency of 94.0 klil. The directivity pattern

of tht piston tranaducer is shown in rIg. 6i. The beuunidth is approxi-

mately 9 deg measured betw~een point* where the radiated intensity falls

to one-half the intenzity alond the forward axis (- dB) paints).

The reL-1ver vua a wW1m~ cylinder of outside diamete.r 0..082 In.#
inside diwwter 0& in.# and langth 0.125 inch. Its direetivity

pattern la ftpprimave Ay midir etional u~ shown by Eig.9.Tesm

side of the probe wan directed aloN~ the sasx~t-4ina distance to the modwaX

surf-ce tlaoudhout the expdriaetut
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TABLE I

~ I STATISTICAL, PROPERTIES OF THE MODEL SURFACES

Model rms Reliefs Correlation Length Relative Ratio C

in. in. a k)/a

1 0.091 2.55 0.0357 0.150

II .342.50.1428 M.oo

. 4

~~-1,
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TABLE I

STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF THlE MODEL SURFACES

Model mns Relief~ Correlation Length Relative Ratio

2)~ a

i.in. K(F )V1

I 0.091 2.55 0.0357 0.150

11 0.182 2.55 m.7l14 0.53w

III o.364 2.55 o.1428 0.600

IV c).364 m.0 .714 0.600
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Figure 10 is a block diagram of' the arrangement of the

electronic and acoustic equipment. The continuous oscillator signal is
gated into signals of 640 lisec duration at a rate of 28 times per second.

These pulses are 95 cm z 37 in. long in the water and contain 61*cycles

at 95.80Y0 kllz. The pulsed signals-are used as the input of the power -- ...

amplifier that drives the projecting transducer. The received signal

scattered from the pressure rlaemdlufce is amplified and is 1

displayed on the oscilloscope. The peak-to-peak voltage of the received*

signal is recorded. At-the same instant the relative phase of the

received signal is-measured by recording the time delay of' the scattered

pulse relative to a continuous wave from the oscillator. The counter

allows the experimenter to maintqin the frequency to within otie cý,.-le

throughout the data collcocting.

All measurements were made with the projector and receiver

inl the specular direction. With the projector plaqed 60.o in. from the
origin on the rough surface and with the receiver placed 60,0 in. from

the same origin (the origin lies on an imaginary- plane that r'asses

varied from 80 deg to 6 deg in increments of 2 deg. Figure 11 ahows

samples of the oscilloscope pictures for grazing angles, of 50 and 80 deg.

The center of The received pulse is recorded since this

represents a scattered pressure due tG the total insonified area. The

pulse to the lef't of the largest sigr~aJ in Fig. l~a for a grazing angle

of 80 deg is attributed to the sidu lobes of the projector.

If the source and the receiver are diR iuaed as a rigid body

parallel to the scattering surface, one would obtain different values

for the amplitude and relative phase as the dominant scatterud ener&'

returns from different parts of the rough surface. Consequantly, the

sequence of values for the waplitude and rels.tive plitse constitute

isamples, of a stochns-tic variable. Vherefowq. one is coneented tiot vlth

spec ific values but rather with ava~rage v~~2ues. In the pxwoesa of

'eollectin6, tije data, ton difterent values of the amplitude and relative

phasea were obt-Ained by insonifying ton d 'feront regiouxt of -the model

surface. To iraonity the dtfto.,eit reg;oa, thle projec'tor *ad,, Ieceiver. . . [
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were moved as a rigid body in the vertical direction to ten different
positions in increments of one inch. Figure 12 shows three of the ten

'4different positions of the area that the projector insonifies (numbering 1,.
6,and 10)., The ellipses indicate the approximate size of the insonified

area (-3 d.B) for a grazing angle of 40 deg. The active scattering area

for each of the ten data runs is confined to a rectangular region 14.8 in.

by '48.4 inches.

The amplitude fluctuations ware measured for any one grazing

angle with the receiver confined to the specular direction by recording

the peak-to-peak voltage of the received, signal for the ten different

positions of the transmitter and receiver. The average amplitude

*~1 i=10

iAi

* was used to calcula~te the variance

OTr)

from which the stazdard deviation

was obtaned Tho relative utandard deviation (the Euplitude fluctuations)

%;ia the ratio of' the standard daviation to the averageamltd

~' -'4' ~,.Tht phaise iltuations wer* aeazura4 byreritUteg m e~
a,~ .~ the so-Atierad -pu~e sip-A ralatiwe to a cont Oinuu wave that wao

*on tIW 0301 oseoOp. Thle time fox, a va oeIfath of~ the-ow s1~igal

~.~Ut~~ tsa~elllooopia (10.2 Im~e for 95. klit); th rtio o
4u 4ao~n n i

The av~r pht ze, of the ten iteetfaein
te eru tutmet
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i=l0

av 10 (0

was used to calculate the variance

i=10

D(O) Z Y(, (91)

from which the standard deviation

/ O= D (92)

was obtained. In this case, the standard deviation represents the phase

fluctuations.

The reference used to determine the scattering coefficient was

obtained experimentally by measuring the peak-to-peak voltage of the

pulsed signal reflected from a plane pressure release surface of the same

dimensions, 32 in. by 52 in., as the rough surface. Assuming that the

"p -essure of the underwater sound at the receiver is proportional to the

voltage output ,f the receiving hydrophone, one defines the scattering
coefficient )or each individuml measurement us the ratio of the scattered

intensiv from the rough uurface to the reflected intensity fm the plane
surface. Thus,, the experimenutal scattering coefficient can be written as

wheregnngnge

Vý, is the peak-to-peck voltage or the. pulsid uicw2. scattered tlrai
Sthe rough surface,-ad

V is ther. peak-to-peak olgof the saw palsod- sipnl rvflotte&[ trcd the Plano 4urfcee.

II:j? V

p2i
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The average scattering coefficient,, which is the correct coefiTcient to

compare with the theory is

'e9T

i is the sample number (i1 1,2,...10), and

j is the grazi~ng angle (j 2p4, ... 80 deg).

The scattering coefficient expressed in decibels is

ae(0) 1 lae A(95)

1'0101a

VI



A. Amplitude Fluctuations

The experimental results for the amplitude fluctuations in the i:

specular direction for a frequency of 95.8 kHz are presented in Figs. 13i~!i

and 14. These results were obtained from averages of readings from ten i•

different insonified regions of the rough surface by usinp Eqs. (86) I'•i•

through (89) of Chapter IV. The theoretical predictions of the amplitude ii•!ii

fluctuations in the Fraunhofer approximation, given by Eq. (24), and in •" "

the Fresnel approximation, given by Eqs. (70) and (72) are illustrated !ii'!

in Fig. 13. A beamwidth of 9 deg measured at the half-power points iiil:•

(-3 riB) of the main lobe of the incident beam, &a shown in Fig. 8 of ... ,•'¢

Chapter IV, was used 'co calculate the dimensions of the insonified area. • !i

The experimental data ware used to construct the dependence '

of the amplit.ude fluctuations on the Rayleigh parameter, 2ksin •. ,) sin

Figure 13 pertains to measurements made on the model surface whose

statiatical, propamrties were characterized by a root-mean-square relief,
* of 0.091 inch. FVr t graph is that,

f• luctuations,, the experimental re-suls cor'reapond to the theoretical

A Aluctudtion gve inconsect p iction for any value of the Wleigh-

parma The exp rimental results freamplitude ftuationr vlue n o the

1Vspeulh ar=,direction or an freqencyofl 958otzar presiWentedaine Fis.1

Matrogh 89 of ChpetV he theuvot"gayaoretia l phrediion s of theli a mplit udo te

afluctations ina the Friunhter appr oxdimtion, given by Eq. (24), tandi

iFi n t5 pA b rjecor "dd rof i9or mere a it m the h alf h other over

ofitte f 0f the amplitudlcutin Unte Raleigh ptaramwete mur, to bej0  leV

•o f 0.091 in. From e ga this evient tha within

... •: •• - ' -'.• . . - ' - ..... " fluctu-ti- the"expeimental..-ults corr'sond•to thethoor"t.te
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S~~~~throulgh which the transmitted and received pulsed wave propagated, and - : -

. inaccuracies in positioning the y.-.)Je.-tor and receiver contributed less

than 0.5% to the amplitude fluctuations s'aow'n in Figs. 13 and 14.

The experimental data of the ar.plitude fluctuations depicted /••

in Fi1g. 14 are the outcome of combining ';he results obtained from three --

different model surface, I, II, and III. For small values of the Rayleigh

parameter up to 1.7 there is an apparent increase of the amplitude

fluc~tuations from 10% to 40%, which is pt-oportional to the value of this

parameter. For values of the parameter 3reater than 2.5 the growth of

!| ~the amplit,ýde fluctuation4 ceases and it reaches its saturation point. : ,

|• • For larger values of the parameter there is no further increase in the

fluctuations, and the am~plitude fluctuat,..ons disclose a spread of about

I

th g -65w in the values. The graph shdas a well-defined alternation ofa

t 5the amplitude fluctuations between maxtam and minimgs values. The

fluctuation maxim e a n situatea at a k of 2 .p, s

tiw minim at 211. f sin t 3 a.,•,! nd .,

iTi a eathi.eu nt c lluetof•c in Fig . 1h versiy the tentative

difrenutu m~otndel y surfci, and IIIv 192 F or amallvalues ofuth Raigbal

paaeeru o1. hrei napaetinrae fteamltd
paramter. Forvau es of the para7 eter treite thiha 2.5e the growhath r of ,

4so ht the smplitcde fluc-tuationscess ndi rache iats atrtion p oint.we h

Frlar!6ger vmalues ofu the parmete ther §uc nor further v*lincretasinther

flut ruaitionsan the wnivitue flucttua~t .ns discloee a sprada of aboumt

55- 5%i te aue. h grap show a.e-eie atraino

Ste apliudeflutuaion bewee maimu pand minimtmvaues o* The

rteemiim at fk 4$> s in a, 4 . and 6.4..

16. The meaurtements iltrab ted in Fi g 4v er •it the te nt ti

t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o teslt obrnd y(ulnad ay he (1962) , who scatee Eou4d siWnal

.4 frtn th surfac of the oea TheirW rsultsi chi were ttEd. in6) Captr 1,

I R~COV~h~czn t w as t th U value 1.6 aed or l uarger tWe~ ar &1, etenrAI

the~~i ileu tht. ona &~paeneu ler* e awenm.maan i



through which the transmitted and received pulsed wave propagated, and

' inaccuracies in positioning the r.jector and receiver contributed less

than 0.5% to the amplitude fluctuations soiown in Figs. 13 and 14.

The experimental data of the ar.plitude fluctuations depicted

in Fig. 14 are the outcome of combining ";he results obtained from three

different model surface, I, II, and III. For small values of the Rayleigh

parameter up to 1.7 there is an apparent increase of the amplitude

fluctuations from 10% to 40%, which is peoportional to the value of this

"parameter. For values of the parameter 3-eater than 2.5 the growth of

j the amplitude fluctuations ceases and it reaches its saturation point.

For larger values of the parameter there is no further increase in the

j fluctuations, and the amplitude fluctuat:.ous disclose a spread of about

35 - 65% in the values. The graph shows a well-defined alternation of

the amplitude fluctuations between maxiiatm and minim=n values. The

fluctuation maxima are situated at 2k sin 2.5, 4.2. 5.8, and 6.?;v/" 0\o

the minima at 2k sin 4 5.4p, 4.o, and 6.4.
The measurements illustrated ia Fig. 14 verify the tentative

results obtained bý" Gulin and Malyshev (1962) viko scattered round signals

fy0 the surface of the sea. Their tveslts, which were stated in Chapter I,

show that the nmpitude fruetuatio•u retch a saturation point when the

ftyleigh partmeter has the vwlue Q.7 aud for larger Rayleigh parameters

the itactuationu 'xp~rietce an alternatiotea bc-tween maimum and minim=&

v1121;8 of' 2 to 140%.

i(~V Th ý;e e rimeftntJ rosults te*r the ithuze fluctuatitios In the
V ¶I~#l~uhr trtut ontr # qŽv MA ar e nv entd in Figs. 15

I aM i6. ths results vv.-i obtained flum avorages of redingsa fr ten

different letsotvlflad rgegitns of the rough aurfacet by usting 14a. Ws)

thoug (9,2) of Chaptcr MV The tWkantteoa predictious ofý thea phnw

Zig. 2ý zx76# owdth vuuwa Im the ~aeulculoat for A,-, L20 ad *
.- .:.. .,t . -
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When the projector and receiver were aimed at each other over w
a distance of 10 ft the phase fluctuations were measured to be less than

5%. This small fluctuation in phase was caused by the inaccuracy in

moving the source and receiver as a rigid body relative to the model

surface, and also was brought about by local changes in the properties of

the water through which the acoustic wave propagated.

T' The dependence of the phase fluctuations on the Rayleigh

parameter for measurements made with the model surface that has a root-mean-

square relief of 0.091 in. is shown in Fig. 15. The graph shows that the

theoretica] law in the Fraunhofer approximation gives predicted values

within 4% of the values obtained using the Fresnel approximation for

values of the Rayleigh parameter less than one. Over this range of

Rayleigh parametere it is evident that, within 15% fluctuations, the

experimental results which are expressed in percent relative to a radian,

agree with both theoretical approaches. The phase fluctuations resulting

* from the irregularities on the model surface, for values of the Rayleigh

p!pnrameter between 0.2 and 0.55 (theory predicts 7 to 14%) are concealed

possibly by-the fluctuations caused by the wave traveling directly from

the source to the receiver and the wave scattered from the edge of the

surface interfering with the wave scattered from the topograph of the rough.
surface (experimental, results show about 25% relative to a radian). With

this understanding one can assert that both theoretical procedures agree,
within 6% fluctuation, with the experimental results for values of the

Rayleigh paruneter less than 0.6. The apparent good agreement between the

experimental results and the theoretical predictions in ti'e Fraunhofer

approximation for valu':s of the Rayleigh parameter between 1.225 and i.CY

is surprising but should be treated as purely coincidental since the theory

is not valid for Rayleigh parameters greater than one.

The experimfntr.l phase fluctuations illustrated in Fig. 16 are

the consequence of incorporating the measuremeats obtained from three

model surfaces. 1, I, and I1l. The depe.dence of the phase f1luctuations

otn the Rayleigh parameter is not as well deitned ac the amplitude

flucLt.ations on this parameter. Neveitheleos, in g-ýneral the phase

fluctuations increase with the Raylelgh parameter from a low value of
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1`15 to a high value of 250%. It is understood that the percentage for

the experimental phase fluctuations is percent relative to a radlian. The

fluituation maxima are situated at 2k 0 sin 1.5, 3.3, 4.6, and 6.o;

the minima at 2k 5/sin 1.8,. 58, 5.3, and 6.8. Since the author

is unaware of any other experimental investigation of the phase fluctuations

of an u-,derwater acoustic pulsed wave scattered from a randomly rough
I- surface, no comparison can be made and these results should be considered

tuntative and in need of further verification.

When one attemptir to compare the expej.%mental phase fluctuations

with the corresponding amplitude fluctuations, one is confronted with n
problem. The issue is understood when it is realized that the experimental [

W amplitude fluctuations given by Eq. (89) represent a relative standard

Sdeviation, whereas the experimental phase fluctuations giwvu by Eq. (92)

r,,present an absolute standard deviatton. Tbre experimental amplitude

fluctuations in Fig. 13 are in percent relative to the average smpllitue, I'i

wherees the phase fluctuations tn Fig. 15 aua in percent relati-Ie to a

rarian. The. Fraunhofer and Fresnel they Thr thc aiplitude and phase.

fluctuutions, using the a&'ne convenition f'or thie o:Jinatt weeAb &
pr'isentel-A inl'gs. 13 -vd15 inpox-retmt

C. Scattecim c-fftv.ent i

T•.. experimental reti-ltis f'o the sctitt-riniý t coettl;ielnt il the
-it p lr dietion for e e of t_'5 klz art, praentd in

FIgsZ 17, 18, 19, and 21. These resulto were obtin*d trpv-i ný1Morm of .

xeaditis ru tean diltererat Inoiidrogions of the rnug~h 5nur -zo by -

employing iLqa (95) throtth (9tY fM~trVTr

of the tt*ednj eýefftllea-t in the Frwnfbvfer prexfimiat% on, 4lvetn by

___uq 'A nd in. tha Yr?.Snri aup roxirnetiton, 4ve t 'yk(3) r szIin the four grlwth. The 4wmisioum of the laso*nit kMnrt-e,. aoti I

it apsear ' the Mtauke were rt f dee tmtvi d h

Vthat lad, va tirs belief of 0.1 in. -and ato o rreltiu hu;'t c 'rt01. P.%5 ichvs.

A,
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From the graph it is evident that, within 5 dB, the experimental results

correspond to the theoretical law in the Fresnel approximation over the

complete range of the Rayleigh parameters from values of 0.20 to 1.85.

The theoretical law in the Fraunhofer approximation gives good agreement

with the experimental results up to a value of 1.3 for the Rayleigh

parameter. But for larger values of the parameter the Fraunhofer theory

predicts lower values for the scattering coefficient than the experimental

results show. At a Rayleigh parameter of 1.85 the Fraunhofer law gives

values of the coefficient that are 4 dB smaller than the Fresnel predictions.

The scattering coefficient measured with the mudel surface that

has an rms relief of 0.182 in. and a correlation length of 2.55 in. is

illustrated in Fig. 18. Again, it is evident from the graph that the theory

in the Fresnel approximation predicts the experimental values better than

the Fraunhofer theory. The Frespel theory predicts the experimental

results to within 3 dB for Rayleigh parameters less than 2.35, For larger
values o& the Rayleigh parameter thie FreiAtl theory predicts values within

4.5 dB of the measured scattering coefficient. The Fratufrofer theory

gives good agreement, within 3 dB, with the measured values of the

scattering coefficient for values of the Rayleigh parameter .less than

3.25. But for larger values of this parameter the theoretical law in

th,, Fraunhofer approximation deviates notably from the measured co- tiet .

more thuan 16 d for a Rayletgh parameter or 3.7.

Figiure 19 describes the mesr~nseApredicted value* of

t~he ocattering coef~ficient for the taod4l aurfaco that has wmanri relief

of (,364 1in. and & corlation length 'of 2.5,5 inbehe. As in the two

previou1 oazeas the theory dearive d iaang thePenl pwxmtinare
with 1he experiPmental reeauta far lwttvr -than doesu the'fraurdfrthoy

.- Tho Frvsuol thoorl is vitthn Xg Gl of the mtiusre4 values of the ecedttaritCg

cocitietni~~J, vhra h ruhoe hoyi ithin ~2d o he c topet

M ice of , R t.,k I m et on ; O fIhov i III ' 1

A o.•, pk..ai.- of . ig.. 1. ad 19 $h.s that t.. t.. o.ret let! l

A.lW4 in tht Prrsnei xvato gilvea Nuvgeza1W14 wormae arcieaot with

thez expeixmnte4 reslultso U the- A-o reflielf of tl* ,MML surfAce trae

* The roason P' ttA Ai~rt 'rteruhrufcst trbtdt

i):,, 
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the breakdown of the approximation, = , used in deriving Eq. (8)

from Eq. (7) in Chapter II. As shown in Table I of Chapter IV the slope

of the irregularities on the surfaces increases at the same rate as the

rms relief of the first three model surfaces. Apparently the slopes for

model surface III, results depicted in Fig. 19, are too great to justify

the replacement of differentiation along the normal with differentiation

along the negative z-axis.
Figure 20 illustrates the experimental measurements and the

theoretical predictions of the scattering coefficient for the model

surface that has an rms relief of 0.364 in. and a correlation length of

5.10 inches. The irregularities on this model surface are characterized

by the same slopes as the model surface studied in Fig. 18. The theory

in the Fresnel approximation predicts values for the coefficient within

7 dB oi the measured values whereas the Fraunhofer gives values within

19 dB.

-.I
C j

*1
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CHAPTER VI
GENERAL DISCUSSION

A. Scattering Coefficient

In the previous chapter the dimensions of the insonified

area, a, A2 , and A, which appear in the theoretical expressions, are cal-

culated from Eqs. (B-l), (B-2), and (B-3), in Appendix C by using a 9 deg

beamwidth for the incident radiation. Also, the mathematical analysis was

simplified by apprxl.mating the elliptical scattering region with a rectang-

ular scattering area as thown in Fig. 5a of Chapter III. The 9 deg beamwidth

was chosen because

(1' it is the beamwidth measured at the half-power points (-3 dB)

of the main lobe of the directivity pattern of the incidlent

raliiation illustrated in Fig. 8 of Chapter IV, a~d I
() it gives the best agreement of tlhý theorztical law in the

Fresnel approximation with the experimental scattering coef- i
ficient measured from the "smoothest"' midel surface, rms

relief of Q.091 in., as t-'wn in Fig. Ki.-I.

Figure 21 illustratLes the influence the 7,:ue of the- beamwidth,

and hlnee the dimensions that the inasonified area aa- on the theoretical _t

prediction,. At the- aylitgh parafeter of 1. tte de bpawidth results

in predicted vm~uea 1.8 AD smaller than tht obe %v cattering coe-fficient,

the. 9> deg bvamwidth predietsi 0.7 0D largear vnllueo, thve 10 deeg beatnwwidth

pretlets 4.6 dp larger vtluec, -mid the 12 U16g be'wnwJi~dth gives valwes thata

The effecvt that a cha-nge- In the ofni~hi the15 incident radiition
hwas Qt the Frore)ne thdýeory fro.r theý rauougns rnodtk gntýfuce# rinn relief of M

0.%&4 ini., 11 IkLwJ~trntet isr Fi2.. WL ith M rertfiteýw to, a' v iatu 4f 1.2 for

the -Mylolkch pramwt' it seiNn.£ot rPh that a 46 (kg bemVidth

inatheoreticalý' vilwý for i ho ct~rn ofiin thýt- le 16 4P.11'Nle ith s llesý rnc~dl4:: 4r8 W#Awtl~th ::edlht: 4 a ýd
d~gbe-twdthgl a u dD2 =cadkr vau,10 deg WtL--Itt give s VtlLt & . D1wrfa e b=vdhrals na
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Even though the 12 deg bewi resutts in predicted values that give ,:!,

*best agreement with the observed scat;tering coefficient for the roughest :

surface, a 9 deg beamwidth was chosf" since this selection agrees best with

the experimental results of the smoothest surface shown in Fig. 21.

Table I in Chapter IV shows that the' slopes of the irregnularities of

model surface III are four times at great as the slopes on model surface I.,

the smoothest surface. One would expect the theory, which is subject to

the approximation l3&~-6fz, to give its best predictions for the experi-

mental results obtained with the model surface that is characterized by the

least slopes of the irregularitieu..

Figure 23 is a plot of Eqs. (53) and (54#) of Chapter II,

I [cc +cA.- 8 + j + C+ j + c1 8 + S 2

S+

(RiO~ ~~ R •O)

(8o+

which is proportional to the intf-nsity in thea Froele 4pproxi1Mauin of wave-

scatterea t•a a p1ew aurfaue (the denominator of the acatt•ring coefficient).

TMe ChneIn the ititensity with change in the beamwirdth Is, the reault of

}thq pro-4ense of thea Fresndl integrlal, C !knd S, in the expreaslcn forp

4 'Thik reLation h-As hti-st diseusss4 thorutVl by Leiter (Lq9"). A re-ault of V

'4his stut~y was that tht term K te~ds to unity in a fletua ting atutr &as4 .. th§ nuaOtr of Fresneil tmvi@- wta4oied within the toetengutr insofified area
ikncm-rtes flzgqre 21j- tmxti)ta tht'% bohavior wvry Iea-ly for asthe - a
Aiith of th4e LnwL'4ent radiattkio i,- inereastvd tcitiiet ýgtwqgttt th@ $Oimwcv

. j~tmlp !mstance rc ivt. dtht Asiee (Kt) an"Lw teqiely the nphzr of.W
tl to s nlsdithI iir&ra Adr~ss The- grhae

.~. rf hat as he bee-42dth, !hereasosU trt &6 dog to sumd th@tx j %~@4t

f0 IM Y, uhifshi I, the- strdght tind vith. the value 0.5 X W
Mg4ln B-4 in A"'PoftAix a Ahove it. ita 9 de24 beo~idth vrnduc*'t U an diia

V t;l t-.a Cofiy tmn# Vretei :~oe. A 6 Age, WeAv!Ath 411l l~ftuUy

4N

- " ~ -,L :
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approximately the first two Fresnel zones.. Thus, the solution for the

intensity reflected from a plane surface calculated in the Fresnel approx-<

imation for an active scattering region that is rectangular will become 4
zteacy as the value K = I is approached, and in turn the scattering coef-

ficien's will become stable. I
Leizer (19615) has shown also that the stability of the'-intensity

reflected from a plane surface is strongly governed by the shape of the

insonified area used in the calculations in the Fresnel approximation. Ilia

.4tudy has shown that when an insonifi6d area of elliptical shape is used
.in the calculation of pop the term K will fluctuate between constant

limits 0 and 4. The indicated minima (K = 0) and maxima (K = 4) are obtained

when an even or odd number of Fresnel zones, respectively, exactly fit into,

the elliptical region. Thuo, if an elliptical insonified area had been used

in the derivation of the scattering coefficient in this paper, -ji infinite

value for this coefficient would have neautted whenever a beamwid*h was chosenir

that isoni±ified an even number ýf Fh'eznel zones. The infoirmtion of primary .

ipvortance obtin•de frce Leizer'z study w%3 that tht solution for the-
i¼reflected intensity would. not stbUeas the number of Proan4l zoneq4 %ncos- I .

-pazsed by the eltipticnl insonifltd aroA incroeas.4, whereas tbik alution

would. satitibiiz 4s the& nuetber (oP Trklazr~closed bay the rgeetaeutsr,

! - .N

flds ph 'snetesn do nat. otc-ur kexpoertetentlly Wzanse- the i~tiiflted

tna istcat wf-e 'iA' ri g. -8 ishov me~unwy herwtutl

btovderC-4W of 1 t msltion gi, thes COT~w km-sxtsto goul t LW v gochate i
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approximation. It is conceivable that the' theory presented in the current

"papoer ccild be im-roved if the above approximation of the radiation pattern

of th• source could be inserted into the theoretical development in the

-re-nel approximation. However, one may encounter insurmountable analytical

difficulties.

The scattered intinsity calculated by using the statistical

parameters of model surface I and model surface III is plotted versus the

grazing angle in Figs. 24 and 25, respectively. The term pp* is the numer-

ator of the scattering coefficient and represents the intensity except for

a faotor of 1/2Z where Z is the specific acoustic impedance of the medium. -

The graphs show t there is only a small change in the intensity as the

beamwidth varies i.&om 8 deg to 12 deg compared with the fluctuating behavior

of the formulas derived using the Uane surface as depicted in Fig. 23.

I Thus, the variability of the sca.•ttering coefficient with beamwidth, as

illustrated. in Figs. 21 and 22, is attributed mainly to the fluctuating

behavior of the theoretical expression for thý intensity reflected from a

plane surface, the denominator of tho scattering coefficient.

B. Fraunhofer and Fresnel Approximations for the Intensity

The theoretical scattering coefficient in the Fraunhofer

approximation gave p-)gressively worse predictions for the observed scat-

tering coefficient as the rmo relief V/yFI 0)and/or as the Rayleigh parameter

of the rough s,.irface increased. This deviation between the Fý'aunhofer theory

and the experimental resuits was evident in Figs. ]7, ]8, and 19 of Chapter V.

Thus, the Fraunhofer approximation predicts incorrect values for the scat-

tering coefficient as dIefined by Eq. (48) pf Chapter Ii, e;:cept possibly for

the very "smoothest" surfaces.

This phenomenon is reversed when only the intensity of the wavy

is considered. From Eq. 48 the intensity is

*

,0 0
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In the Fraunhofer approximation p p is given by Eq. (C-5) in Appendix C,

and a is given by Eq. (79) in Chapter III. These relations give for the

j Fraunhofer intensity

A k2 2(A + 2)sin
2  2 VV 2M

KIFR 2 2 2 +-A2 97
10 20 12 1

In the Fresnel approximation P op0  is given by Eq. (C-12) in Appendix C,

and a by Eq. (83) in Chapter III. These expressions give for the Fresnel
S

intensity

K') FLK 2 9 ~ mj(a
2pv(R + R )1~ 1(](810 2')

The ratio o~f the Fraunhofei, to the Fresnel intensity is

k212( 2R1  + 2)sin 2  7 +-;

(IN r (i + R 20)A, 62 + M--l

-2 2 22

dB =10 log10

for the plane surf'ace anad the four model surfaces listed, 'n Table I of

Chapter IV. A 9 deg beam-nidth was used ir, the calculations. At a graziLng

angle of 80 deg the ratio for the plane surface is 12 d2B, for suxrface I

the ratio is 8 dB, for surface II the ratio is 0.7 dB, and. for si,-tfacep

III and TV the ratio is less than 0.2 dB. From the graph it is evident that

for grazing angles greater than 30 deg the intensity calculated in the

Fraunhofer approximation is within 1 dB of the intensity calculated in the

......... ...
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Fresnel approximation for the roughest model surface. But for the plane

surface the two theories differ bv as much as 13 dB for grazing angles

greater than 30 deg. Also, the effect that the correlation length has on

the approximations is revealed. As the correlation length of a rough surface

decreases, the intensity derived using the Fraunhofer approximation

approaches the values predicted by the Fresnel approximation. Therefore,

the theoretical law for the intensity scattered from a rough surface cal-
culated in the Fraunhofer approximation will give poor agreement with

the observed intensity for the smoother surfaces and good agreement for the

rougher surfaces.

Figure 27 is a plot of the same ratio vs the Rayleigh parameter

for model surfaces I, II, and III. For Rayleigh parameters greater than 4

for the numerical example used throughout this paper, the Fraunhofer

approximation will give values for the intensity that are within I dB of 4

the values predicted by the theory using the Fresnel approximation. Thus,

the choice to use either the Fraunhofer or Fresnel approximation to

study the intensity scattered from a surface will depend upon the roughness.

A study of the scatteri.g coefficient will require the Fresnel approxi-

mation in every case except for a very smooth surface where the Rayleigh

parameter is less than one,

C. Application of Model Studies to Ocean and Shallow Water Studies

The slant line distance from the source to the scattering

surface in the model studies was 5 ft. A common distance from source to

the sea bottom for ocean studies is 5000 ft, which requires a factor of

1000 to scale the model studies to an actual situation in the ocean.

Shallow water studies are conducted in many instances at a depth of 100 ft.

In this case a scale factor of 20 is needed. The type of source, diameter

of source, and frequency of operation needed for these studies to be

directly applicable are listed in Table II. Also, the rms relief and the

I-- correlation length of the model surfaces, listed in Table I of Chapter IV,

should be scaled to conform with the shallow water and ocean studies.

| Au muInmr u mu m nu • iuu
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CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSIONS

The theoretical approach of Gulin (1962) has been used

successfully to predict the observed amplitude and phase fluctuations

of an acoustic wave scattered in the specular direction from a rough

surface that is described statistically by an exponentie). covariance

function. The theoretical expressions were limited to values of the

Rayleigh parameter less than one. The comparison between experimental

and theoretical results showed the necessity of the Fresnel theory to

describe the amplitude fluctuations. Fraunhofer and Fresnel approximations

gave equally good agreement with the experilantal phase fluctuations.

The experimental amplitude and phase fluctuations were presented

for values of the Rayleigh parameter less than 7.4. The observed amplitude

fluctuations in the specular direction for the model studies showed the

same behavior as the weasurements made -a the sea by Gulin and Malyshev

(1962), who limited their study to values of the Rayleigh parameter less

than 3.5. The author is unaware of any other measurememts of the phase

fluctuations of underwater acoustic waves scattered from a rough surface.

Since accurate measurements of the phase fluctuations are difficult,

furtlher experimental studies are desirable.

The theoretical development had to be extended to te

Fresnel approximation to obtain values for the scattering coefficient

that were in good agreement with the measured values. Even though the

theoretical model produced values, which fluctuated notably whetever

only a few Fresnel zones were insonified, the theory in the •Frenel

approximation gawe •tific,.tly better agreement with the experime'atal

scattering coefficiert than the Fraunhofer approximation for the four

randomly rough model surfaces used in this work.
The theory of rough surface scattering presented in this

paper used the following assumptions or simplifiying procedures:

1. It was assireed that all the radiation that impinged on the

rough interface was either reflected or scattered.

2. Multiple scattering was neglected.

79
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3. Shadowing effects were neglected.
4. The radius of curvature of the scattering elements was taken

to be much greater than the wavelength of the incident

radiation. This restriction along with ,assumptions 1, 2,

and 3 allowed the field at each point of the surface to

be represented as the sum of the incident wave and a wave
reflected from the plaue tangent to the surface at the V-i
given point. These statements constitute the Kirchhoff

approximation.

i .5. The distances of the source and the receiver from the

scattering surface were assumed to be much greater than a

wavelength of the incident radiation.

6. The irregularities were assumed to have sufficiently small

slopes so that differen':iation along the normal to the

si.,face can be approxiraattely replaced by differentiation

along the Z-axis. BeCeVnn (1963) avoided musing this

assuptiQn by inserting into his theory the complete "local"

scattering geometry. 1Ioever, the additionul terms obtained

* •by making this insertion reduced to uni' y whenever the

problem was ivstricted to the special case of usocular

scattering. i t

7. Edge effects caused by 'the finite size or the taodel surfaces
were neglected in the theory..

8. The amplitude of excltation of the inaitlent radiation was* j aosaued to be pructicaLLy constnt over the aetive

scattering redion.
9. The t~omry for the ImplLtude avd phatse fluctuations was

reutrieted to values of the Rayleigh parameter lean tian one.

I0. The probability-denity function that Soverets the

simultaneouc oacurrence of' the elevations on the rough

surface was anssed to be a bivariate Gausu!,an distribution.

11. The rough surface was assumed to be randomly rough,

isotropic: and otationary in the wide sense.

12. All calculations were restricted to the specular direction.II ..I



13. The Fresnel approximation of neglecting cubic and higher 8i I
ordered terms was employed.A

14. The active scattering area was assumed to be large enough

so that many surface irregularities were enclosed within

this region.

15. 'In the application of the theoretical fonanlas to an

aew6al situation it was assumed that the active scattering

region was the ianuttifed area irrespective of the number

of Fresnel zones mnsonified.

if.16. The beam pattern of the energy radiated from the source

was approximated by a cone that had a benmvtdth measured

at the half-paver points (-3 dBI) of the actual transducer

radiation pattern.A

17. The elliptical insonified area resulting from the

intersection of the conical beam of' in"Adv-.* radiation

with the scattering, surface was apprw;:,4ted by a reetan-

gulur active scattering region.
Although this list of assumptions is leng thy they are utilized

experiment and theory shows- the, assumptions arv phkysically aceeptA74le.

The m~lor innovation of the prtaeset Study is assutdPtion 1I. AlthoughI '

the ?reoril4 asumption has been utilized It% a few theoretical studies,

nowhere has a systematic stud, beon mAde or' the imptortnc of' the Favortel

In future studies -it =Vy bt pooaole,0 to vithydruvafw e of' these

dasswptiono fat the cost of mWAthtmatical simplitity. For example,, it May

be pos sible to rmove acsn~pttou 16 bit usIng & better apprexin=tioa forI

the rt&*itiou pattern of tCM source guch &as wa di.-cuussed by Hlorton and

Muir (1yti). It Is very liecdy tha~t restriction 12 couild be gevterli~ed

roce~ewAt to include, thte crte or any receivin ang~le inikeperdentt of tht

graming anglc- in the plane of tucidenre.
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Figure 3 depicts the coordinate system with the origin at 0.
. The geometry of the scattering of acoustic waves from a randomly rough

surface with-the origin at 0' is illustrated in Fig. A-1. As in Fig.
the source Q -an the receiver A ax-e confined to the x-z plae. This

treausatiou of the origin along the x-axis is expressed as•

and for the specule.r direction can be written as •:.

LZi

+ r

"I RI 2. or C03 r4 (-2

A
t h#

'iti

Thes geomtryo h cteigo cutc ae rmarnol og

and :or specul r d reto car ewitna

- II? At a w 1 W( 1t W?
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In ~a similar wa~y R2 can be wtritten in ter=w if R to give

x sin
R(K;i, R x ossi0

-( 2 0 - 1 co 2 2 2R~f

21 200
22

S-in n1  [ o
0 0 ~2 2 2 -~~.. O ,

22 2

x zx
x1 2 1ihe 5er'
sin co +~ 2 SIT V, + co

Add~ ~. (-5 ~n (Ari) oe ot~io2

2R 720

2R 2
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sin0 P20 1 (ios *1 2)]

+ 2R 2

L\2RL) /R Y\ 0 _21%

ý22+ Vl2  2
2R ~ 2R10

42 cos 1ý2 Cos ~1
2 + quartic and higher order terms

n2o 2Ri,

The Fraunho±'er approxizition is the neglect of~ the quadratic and1

higher order terms in Eq. (A-6). The quadratic terms are insignificant

whenever

k2 [6- 121 (A-9)

kiu the wta~venwnkr,

to the dm dimenioLnt oC the metivu wittorirg mipt.4n In ti~

I1 to t~w the xihmr dieuo oj ti, fet~ve acmttertivi meigio In MW~

+y-- otmeion (t2 U1 I aor dscu~sed In detail -tit AppenixdL B).

the Fraunhof~r :rAW ftflr'1d) wkwn

L
k(Ain

10
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The Frestiel approximation In tho neglect of the cubic anii{ higher order terns in Eq. (A-8). The receiver will be situated in the

Fresnel zone when

2 2
s in ' cos stf s i cos Aý Cos "A2•2 2* •"+ << 1 (A-11)

2R20 PRr 10 21 2 21

Solving for R20 1 one obtains

V 112Ths0h rec e k cos t1h F o whe

L11

Thus, thte rteceiver lies withithe F'esnel zone when

-- ~ ~ i- :20

•~~ ~ ~~ o2nn••0 •

8} •10 41,• oil"

hr h

¢ .e e~, •" A
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The Fieanel approximation to Eq. (A-8) can be written as

1 2 1 1 2

wbere

2R R
10 20 td(-i

R 1 0 sin *+ R sin '

2R R
102 (A-18)

R10 +R

For the specular direction

and Eq. (A-8) reduces to

I X R10  sin 21 +~ y1 2

J! q~uu'tc tid hig~her order terms

lu t et through tuble terma for thtý ~t~ ~f ~'

d~imeton. The Ft-uno~r tipwox~tion In the ipe idr t~

When~ ~ ~ ~ th fuhfrapvl~ln, E4. (A9.W) or thoFtlo

ýtp i.At. Eq (A41)i d n q.(4) 1) (02
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The Presnel approximation to Eq. (A-8) can be written as

1 2 1 2
RI RV = + + (A-16)

?! s

whe re

P 2R10 R20  si 2 (-)!i RO sin2 41 + R0 sin i
B10 Si 2  210  V1

2R 10 (A-iS)

R 10 2

For the specular direction "

and Eq. (A-8) reduces to

~ n, Ey~R~ *.~ X~ sin2
i + y

+ quartic aid higher ortier tet .-

YNote thfit tht iLnemr tand eubic V* -c )vv vnnishcd uo thtit tho r.-latiton
Lu twnct throujt cubic tema for t.4 tt ýivcst&1 nppra !.-ttia Lot I Ott cpcevu1ý,

Idlir'titon. Thsi Prttunhctcr ftpproximztion in tho apitcutr divectickn is

j When the Pnunhoter ttppr~ax1 tion, E. (A-20 or th(,- Fa

is mde In Equ. (1k), (17)v (A or ( o
Ch~er X o1~the -p~rOXintionb

R 1 011
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are used in all the terms of the integrand ýxcept in the term kXRj + R;)

that represents the phase. What in implied by these approximations is that

at distances from the uneven surface. large compared to the dimensions

* of the active scattering region, the amplitude oif the pressure wave

produced by any particular surface element differs only slightly from
that produced by any other element. On the other hand the relative phase

of the pressures produced at the receiver by any two surface elements

depends on the differences in the distance of the two elements from the

receiver, and for distant po',nts this difference is practically inde-

pendent of P and Rf' As a ctnsequence, one must use tke entire

expressions giw'n in Eqs. (A-19) and (A-20) in the term k(Ri + R')

appearing in the integrands of Eqs. (14), (17), (20), and (21).
Consider a numerical calculation of the Fraunhofer and Fresnel

distances, R20 , as given by Eqs. (A-10) and (A-12). The source is placed
60.0 in. (1t4 0 ) from the surface. With the source and :eceiver maintained
in the specular direction, the grazing angle of the source is varied.

It is desired to knw where the receiver must be placed relative to the

surNee (H so that the experimental data can be compared with theory

that. was developed using either the Fraunhofor or the Fr-snl apprmoximation.

Theue positions of the receiver tre referred to es the Frftunhofor fieldI

zotte or the Fresnel field io.tw, whichever the ctse may be. The cniculations

%ro wtdv for % freqeunoy of 95 A kiz and for a 9 deg txm.wtdth of the.

uovree. The ae',i.tregF4ion of the uurface to taken to bv the hwonitic'4
urea whose dimkenotono ftre c~alulated from Fqt. (D-1), (54-2). and (n..ý) In

Appendix D. Thro reaultis for this plane durfceo Pexuaple 4rV Liluotraid $1
La Fiji. A-2, Thec ctalul!At~vtotashov that it is phyte4A" Impossiblt to

,~ Iplwce the reeoiver in tho a'ntnhaofr ficeld :wi for apocutdar rveflection
f awtL pmv urface. The ruceivor mudt bie plwve tit dIatn~nceiz mueh

~rcaer han44 i. (~)Crum 'the piveasur rtluace pwine osurface %t

9 ihi ';n order th4AL It rt=Ifai it", the Frwvclwl field wrtefl rst till recs Vtng

.11 anlos. The abrupt chw~e in the bounbsr; or tt* Fresnoel fi&4d tone at
Sdýý v;fivittn tutglfe la thoresunlt of thd finito dimetsions ý!f 'the

roeting raueft , th.At too ist held4 constunt 16 in. Mor grtn

;ýn4ecu less than 22 dies.
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In Chapter VI it is shown (tee Fig. 27) that us the rou-Aimevs

(the Ilegpn tr hi for a p-lane surface-is ;evo) iuorenses.

the Fraunhofer field zOne-movet in ftz infinity to r~m'e fVinite distance

from the rough surface. Figure 27 of Chapter V1 shows for the nterical

expmple cited that for values of the bayleigh paraceter greater than 4,

A; $ the Fraunhofer approximati,,ro predicts quantities that are well within

1 dB of the values obtained using the Fresnel approximation. The

interpretation of this behavior is that for very rough surfaces the

t irregularities on the surface act as individual scatterers. Thus, one

should not insert into Eqs. (A-10) and (A-12) the dimensions of the

active scattering region, A and 1, but sho\ld substitute the dimensionis

of the surface irregularities. For example, if one took the correlation

length a (2.55 in. for three of the model surfaces) for the maximiz x and

y dimensions, Eq. (A-10) would give for the previously cited example for

a grnzing angle of 40 ,leg

1» ,in.

for tho Fraunhufer field zone.
"In sauAry, for Rayleigh parameters much less than one the

dimenston orf the active scattering region are used in Eqs. (A-dO) and

(A-12). When wnly m fov Frosnel tones on the surface atre lnvoniftted tei

dim n ionz of the active scattering r'igion axe takn to bt thi di' nsions

of the Iinaorkttid areaa (tate Appendix B). For Ray~eteh pa~raetera mtach

grrnt~cr than one- the dimensionts of the irrej~ularitieu on the surffae omro

-Azod. A s-Aisfeticr; uppipr ioxato of the cUe of the irrogularities is
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ACTIVE SCATTERING REGION

IWhat regions of the scattering surface are the most importwat in

S ontr-ibuting to the total field at a given receiving point when the surface

is illuminated liý a source~ at a given point? Bec1mann (1963) has stated

that the answer is "the first few Fresnel zones"t located on the sca~ttering

-surface. Fo-r an omnidirectional source one would use the dimensions of

the first few Fresnel zones as the limits on the integrals appearing in

Chapter MI

In the eyxperimental work a directional source was used, which has

a directivity pattern illustrated in Fig. B-1. Only a finite portion of' the

scattering surface is insonified. The insonified a~rea will be defined as

the intersection of the half-power points (-3 dB) of the main lobe of the

4directivity pattern with the scattering surface. It is of interest to

determine both the dimensiona of t~a fir-at few Fresiiel zones and the dimen-

sionu of the irradiated surface.

The length of the irrmdik. ýed v-urfnr.e io determned by the angular

width of tho directivity charavteristic of the transritter', the alope olf its

u-iu* Ue Aitance from the- triaitter to the eottering aiurf-%.ce.

The dimen,ýonv af th*t inapnifted &rem onn be derived in th(I r~o10WIAG =Ulner.

From Fie,. B-1

whre L, thig groin~ gl ruc ý,d qý i4ý the la#=,lth
ovkr aitac&th# m--jar lot#. The rol~tien

gi~ fo th e 1'"k~r di*-enalkm an4 in hcuIt0004 1
I ~ V

rc:*,gdV
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From the law of sines R 0 snf 1  ,n

sin(*l +

R sin,

-2
sin(~, 2

give for A and 4.

A R1 [cosi.- cot(*,t + S)si B1

_[I-. cos *1 + cot(*,- T) sin(32

L2 R3L 12 (B-]

With the projector confined to the x1 -z plane the linear dimensions of the

insonlified area in the y direction is calculated easily from the right

triangle in Fig. P.-2a to give

f R1 tan t (B-3)

The insonifit.d. area, shown in Fig. B-2b, is an ellipse with a

semilnajor axis given by

and a. semiminor axis given by

The area of an ellipse is. Aab, so -that

area (BIL~_)

Kerr (1951.) gives form~ulas for the calculation 'of the dimmnsions

of the Fresnel zones. The geoinet~eical arrangeernet of souxrce mnd receiver

M 'or these calculations is shown in Fig. B3-3. The origin' lies on the
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(a). DIMENSION OF THE INSONIFIED AREA IN THE y-DIRECTION

b

(b) THE.ELLIPTICAL INSONIFIED AREA -

FIGURE B-2

INSONI'FIED ARE4
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reflecting plane directly below the source. The receiver is in the specular

direction. The locus of all points in the x - y plane, from which the sec-

ondary radiation arrives at the receiver with a constant phase difference 8

with respect to the direct radiation along r, is given by the relation

Rj + R' r 5

The path difference 5 via the geometrical point of reflection is

1R +R -r b
10 200

The n~h ellipse (Fa'esuel zone) is determined, from

n* o 2

or
.2 ry + r n 2B-7)

n !1 2
5 , where is the wavelenE!h of the incident radiation. Expressing the

-ellipses in t, rms of L, 6? J-,, &nd z.one obtains for the x coordinate

of the. ceuter of- the el-ipse

oil 2 + Z

w here tiw, -rifin kz-picted in Fig. B-3 h@. been trnnstoi ed to tile point of
omtrical raflection by mawn of Eq. (A-1) in Appendix A. The uemiminor

7t + i

+.(j.~

~p A ____

L~9



_wit the semimajor axis is

a b b/I+ (B-10)
n n F ~21

LL L ! '

Th~kz x intercepts relative- ½te Joqrm.point of reflection are

111 n onx and (-l

62n an+ x on (B-12)

?roia Eq. (B-5) the y intercepts are

In ±T- +01 % 5 424(
n

These three equations for the Fresnel zones correspond to Eqs. (B-i),

(B-2), and (B-3-) for the irradiated area.

* Consider a numerical ,mlculation of the dirt,ýnsions of thle

*insonified arem and the dimensions of the first three Fresnel zones. The

source is placed 6,0.0 inl. (B ) rom the surfuece and the receiver is main-

tatined in the s~peculary direc:tion !vt tho distance of 60.o in. (r,,) fromtthe zurftce. The bet.tmwidth of the proj-n.tor (.nource) it- I) dog. The reQoulto
4re depicted in Fig. js-h for ýA frequoncv of 95j.8 kliz for grtutirg wigloti 20

and W dog. The ,,,niton how tht-t the, dimeýnsicmns of th" 1nsnitfivad

*~x vft I r o- crlightly lttrgor thwi thek dlmaznliono of the flirst Krvsno. irone.

Thescttring .iurfkc tmndnty shows t, eaiess f the model.ýufit

tz-- the Ito~immi:d 5trvv.

If the tý-%ON' it-h of oihe N 14l~0is vttrivd frcmir. 6 de*! to' 112 4c~r fr.?

*1 ~~the dmitution jurt drb4.th# inrtni rtrd -tri- will ,nies lie-htly,

Zsta i r5e J1Uto~iOtt r8w OIS

i 4 .isdiffiulttoacrin thaayilvrcinth'wt

of hesttoin msrftw- thaIt b-ldP t,,tkenm a th.w &ctive io~itttrlnme

riigcn. ~vevr. s ne""ly ,t Coxw Frcsno-l z.otw5; u"t t:ms'ifi4 ±n tWo ON10rri-

vtntl Au-ly In this- p~orr* thr insrnPkfi vvi urlxw 11 V-' tmk'n vas1 th acti

'T i'
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scattering region. Thus, the limits of the integrals appearing in

Chapter II and III will be taken as the values of Al, A2 , and I calculated

from Eqs. (B-1), (B-2), and (B-3), respectively.

It is noted that the approximate dimensions of the insonified
area A2 and i are used as the limits rather than the exact dimensions

of the insonified areas a and b. This approximation is equivalent to inte-

grating over a rectangular area, which approximates closely the elliptical

area.

Table B-I lists the values for A,, A2 , and i for grazing angles

from 6 deg to 80 deg for the previous cited numerical example for a 9 deg

beamwidth of source. The dimensions L\, A2 , and i are calculated from

Er,.. (B-1), (B-2), and (B-3), respectively. The irradiated surface area

i 'r grazing angles from 6 deg through 20 deg is calculated from the relation

21(Al + Ad)

whereas the area for grazing angles from 22 deg degrees to 80 deg is

calculated from Eq. (B-6).

AJ

7 i 1

I%

S.. .. - ... - . . = •-. . .. - 'a
S. AN N - i. A



DIMESIONS OF OM~NI=I AREA FM VARIOUS GRAZING ANGLES

Grazing A1 £Insoni±'ied
Angle Area

Degrees Inches Inches Inches Sq. Inches

6 16.00 16.oo 4.T2 302.21
>i8 16.oo 16.00 4.72 302.21

10 16.oo 16.00 4.72 302.21

12 16.0o 16.00 4.72 zO2.21
14 14.84 16.00 4.72 291.22

16 13.44 16.00 4.72 2Td,L06I18 12.30 16.00 4.72 267.28
20 11.35 16.00 4.72 283

22 10.55 15.65 4.72 211.015

24 9.714.10 4.72 190.06
26 9.28 128 .72 173.35

28 8.76 11.191 4.72 159.72

30 8.31 10.93 4.72 W4.38

52 7.91 10.20 4.72 138.34

54 7.56 9.56 4.7? 130.61

36 7.25 9.0" 4.T2 135

*3"4 6.9t 8.53 4.72 117.36

40 8.11 4.7p 111.94

42 6.494 TM 4.7210.1

46 6.1 7.10 4.72 9.1

6-.84 4

ILI 6.6o4.72

- 4)-r 4.

X,4 -. 2r
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TABLE 3-1.

DIMESIONS OF INSONILIE AREA FOR VAR3OUS GRAZIN~G AN~GLES

Grazing .. ~ IInsoni±'ied
Angle 42Area

Degrees Inches Inches Inches Sq. Inches

6 16.00 16.00 4.72 302.21

8 16.0o 16.00 4.72 302.21

10 16.00 16.00 4.72 302.21

12 16.00 16.00 4.72 .. 302.21

14 14.84 16.00 4.72 .291.22

16 13.44 16.00 4.72 27bi.o6

18 12.30 16.00 4.72 267.28

20 11.35 16.00 4.72 258.32

22 10.55 15.65 4.72 211.05

24 9.87 14.10 4.72 19iA,,-6

2,6 9.28 12.84 4.72 173.35

?8 8.76 11.81 4.72 15,9.72

V30 8.31 10-93 4.72 1l&M.Y,

327.91 10. 20 4.7P 138.vQ

-V 4 7.56 9.56 4.7p 130.61

7.25 9.T2 1043

3M6.91 8.53 4.7?ir 3

426.49 T7d3 4. a 071

1...1.4 10' I

.4 552 6.19 .

4; 4ý

4.1

... ... tM :L-

.. 104
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EVAUATION OF' THJE PREBSSURE REFLECTED IRCd A PLANE GURPACE

In Chapter II, Eq. (17), we encounteredi the intefral

42 1
z z ik(R'+R;)

ik ,~r 1 1f1i
S"; Tw 'ýe dx dy(C1

C'~ 41 2 1' 42 1

where the limits I'l, 11-1 and I are the dimensions of the acti~e scattering

-* region. defined --n A~ppendi-x B3. Calculatione shall be limited to the

specullar direction.

The Fraunhefer approximation is the neglect of' the quadrý,,

&zý hlgher order te.,m~s in the expansion of the term H! + R' aDppear~
the ýxponentlal of Eq. (cV-1). For the specular direetion and for the

Fraunhzfer approxim-atlop Eq. (A-14) in Appendix A reduces to

Ri+ WR. + R

2*' 10 20

Sý!tt nc .4 ~i ~ ~In 4 rund 1Ri z H "

H' in th(eioiauro I.(-),oe)bN

I ~*(4
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Vý*
The pressure squared p which is proportional to the intensity reflected

from a plane -surface., is

k2 t( 2 2 2c5
PoP0  2 22 2(C5

ý1 11 ~20

For the E'resnel approximatiorA the quadratic terms are retained
in the expansion ofi + R'. The desired expansion given by Eq. (A-19)

In Appendix A

VO reduces Eq. (C-1) to

e -6)

atult~i~ c'not be intorgited III coe~d form but yvQ.d Ifnt

U

*1C(U) p O 2d

(I-7
G(U) 4 Ln 2 )/
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Integration of Eq. (C-6) yields

[c1  c + C s 8 S+1  +I

ýC,ý, 21 1 , 'j I A, 41 Al S21
PO~(1+2)-aca[ C:)~~ ~f c8

(C8
*, +v1 +c-

i A1

~9 r

411 __
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The amplitude is

A S'(j S2  + s8)2 + [8 C+ +ý)C,( + S~)21 (-0
0 0o +20

and the phase is

=0 2UR1 +%) axtan SC + C + CS +SII

The pressure squared is

40 + S 3 + S + 4, O S

"01 "20

The amplitude atnd phase obtained ini the Fraunhotfer approwimatioin

tcan be ob.tained fro the va~pJitude -an phase derived ini te Z-'xesnel
approximation if it is asauzued that the argument of the F'reaele integral

£2 vvr1j 3-ail so that

Tr~iet theftUt "ert. tirot It is thatiiu i zod toe~ k

Urottion in~ the Ftufh~fer u~iatio. A ecc&Atý or lks (C-0

~ Cli LL ~t* tUa h wittit of the '?tuhaier tpp A1=tich
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in predicting the correct phase. One would expect r'phase change at

the receiver rela~tive to the sovrce aof it radians at the surface and

kR + R12) radians as a result of the travel path. Figure C-i depicts

the phas;e in the Fraunhofer and Fresnel approximnt tun ±'or the case

where

f 95.8 kflz,

k 10.528 in.,

1% = 1%60.0 in.

The values for Al\ %~, and I for a 9 deg beamwidth of source are given ini

Appendix B. The term n k(ihn + R~ is. not included in the calculations.,

For this numerical example the Fresnel phase lies between 20 and 50 degY

for all. grazing angles.A
The amplitude in the Fraunhofitw approximation, Eq. (C-3s), and

the emp,2ttude W. the Fresnel approximtion, Eq. (C-10), arn plotted forI
this iumerical example- on a relative scale f'or vttrious, grazing angles int
Fig. C-2. Ovtr m %dde rtuag-c of garzing angles (40 to $0 deg') the

Fraunhofe amplitudu ia approxia"ttdy 4.1 tim#'e the Vreotnol nrplitude.4

The teni p th I L propartionul to the intensity in the
?ra~tte ~axim tne~ F4. (C-5), inti thew tam pp In the, Frrenol

upp~roLu~nton, -S. (C.-±) itro jlo~tte Cot "hu numerial ox,=mPilo i r

tho Frvautl a~pproxtnstioa for grartin~g tuiaol arwottr thAn W20q;

I,A
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IN~TEGRATION OF J TEW~

In Chapter III, Eq. (68), we encovintered the integral

4 2 A2  I ] /
kKýFo sin x rri ffYY,

(D-1)

>' ~ ' xoj 2 2) + k(y2_. Y,2)dxd.cd

M~aking the change in variables defined by Eq. (8,one f inas forJ

~'2 j e
2n 2~ R A

10 20 0 4 -A -1

o'' u2 u,2).2 k2(u -usin )( + - in

K # dudu'dydy'

IfltroducinF i' 1at~ive mid center of k*ravity eordinWýtc defined by

Fqv. (61) wi (62) onv ubtz~tir

.1 ~4 4*)1 A£ ~ " .yo), /

F A
* 1C1

x IM" i-sin (

:.. t-hem
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Making the assumption (see Eq. 64) that
a <Z< 2A,21

one can write for

4 2 4 1 -f 4o 1 221/k (Fo) sin 4; r rr
+ iR 2.R 2  2 2 -'~-

10 20 o 0 0(D)

F0;k .n2 + 2  2k
x Cos[~ +i 4,'1  +y T - dF

Consider the double integral

+1/ f e 2k 2 2
Cosrsin xo + - + Y ~r

(D-3)
and. qet;

0 C~os T

to get

JJ o + vi~n Tr ~

t~ (~A

~.t~rV)

4u~

toItmt
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The term (q p y) ranges f'romn y to 2A~ y as cp goes through its range

of o to 21t; the integrand assumes all the values that it would if the value

ofy were zero. Thus,

r -p/a co 2p 2o' Ippd

0 0

From Gradshtey~n and Ryzhiý. fintegra~l 3.715-19, p. 402) one finds for the

integral

2n~ i7 2~~M+2

whe',.e J is the zeroth ordered Bessel fun,,tion. The expression for I
0

becomes

r -/a F 1
I2)rI e- T + I- ~ ~J

Uj1ng Ut IntVVsgru4 solution (6.623-L, p. 712) in Gradshteyn and Ry-4hik,

OrlA- Obta-tis for

P A"

~A



Integrating over Yo by employing the table of integrals by Grad~shteyn

and Ryzhik (integral 2.271-5, p. 86), one gets

2 2 2 2
41t 0 R2c A sin V

a dxS F A0 (D-7)
A2 12 2 (2~ -~~

Set

V X +

to get for J

ki (FQ R-
2 2 2

47taIýR 20 A sill"

0n-8)

A 2

to +

AA

1~-12



Integrating over Y. by employing the table of~ integrals by Gradshteyn

and Ryzhik (integral 2.271-5, p. 86), one gets

00)

10 2c

+ 22 2

A2(D+8+
2ka sn ký ýO 2sin

Set_ __

A-+ 11 ell_ __ __

v

to ge orJ

10 20 o

A (D-6)
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k* (F) R5 dv

~2 H 2 A2  2 -L(2+A~~

and since

1 (2'2 + +5' )

one obtains

kA I F 2) R 3  42

14R2A2Si2 tJ
4,,,al,() ~~( 1. A)si / 2

J can be writte~n as

k* I F R 3
1 4,&R2 A 2 ~in a-

A

xdv - ~ dv

-0 v~ A) Vv B (v A),F 7

MA kribl@ofifie~ftlo t

to jjv for

b
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- ~The substitution of the express~tons3.for A and B, Eq. (D-9)t and the

expres.;Ion for A0 Eq. (C-10) of Appendix C, inito J gives01

+ CC~ +C

1ýA "ýfj'l A

-112 S + 2)

454

'I,~ *hl l *

+- .. '"

2 1(1 4

is5

whr w teteF0-i`itca! frd''VF1 -9 Lpr~
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S and C both approach one-half~, and Eq. (D-11) reduces to

2 (F2) 24k s~F sin *(D-12)

24.

X axccot tI + A sin +i'j/
2kalA sin"i 4k 2 2.

which can be compared with the J term obtain~ed by Gulin (196:2), the

result of using a Gaussimn covariance function.

vLt
Si1
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DL3CUSSIOU OF JTKUl

~ JIn Chapter £1I, Eq. (69), we encountered the integral

z k 2 4KF2 ) 1h 7j / k 2+(yY;7

'2 ~21n2  A 2

'0k sitn A (Y2 20 -gdx dydxtdys

- author could not find an arlytical espressicni for bu lproIft 1
Qekmlsingr the work or (Pllirt(1 who bi-z evttluated the tntogrnl; =~d

II

of hi a t11Utmt~d Ln Fp.2 hi.frth as-

k 1-. In~ .

jj Xtrs~vn ti~i95 4 kV ki1 i a vvi'visroth o5-

0.w '?Ma h. VWt tdtuct n~ fr A. 4*.tid 'Ž1- flttt4 it, tt a!

LuA~~~i.At Rti Ki#Uhh p~onz.ýt r Q.~S(u ttea'-' t .-Ata "ay

k ~ ~ .g) NIargn ~ e. tc..iat oft I 4# &..Rf~~ ~
Uit

ý4 __.0_t "'tzet*_xr =U. RVe~o~itpouwt~r 1w 2ilIA -m 4 bf
1

v
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. fluctuations are approximately of the same magnitude, Gulins' expressions

for J 1and J 2show, for tbe example cited, that

1 ~2 1<~

Figure E--2 shows that the Jterm for the case of an exponential

covariance function does not differ much from the Jterm for the case

of an Gaussian covariance function, especially in the region of Rayleigh

parameters less than one where the theory is valid. Thus, one concludes

that the Gulin result of J2 < «J for the Gausaian. case is applicable

also to the exponential case.

II&
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